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Preview of the UUPCC Events at the Spokane GA
Assembly
We’re looking forward to seeing members and friends for these events,
and be sure to stop by the Partnership booth to say hello!
Thursday, June 20
4:30-5:30 pm “The International WE: Connecting Youth Beyond Borders”—
Convention Center 300A
An informational session for youth and their adults and youth group leaders about a
2020 trip to Transylvania! Attend a Unitarian camp with Transylvanian youth, check
out sites and cities important in Unitarian history, and explore your spirituality and
identity in a place where Unitarianism has colored everyday life for 450+
years. With Rev. Roger Bertschausen, Ashley Lacy, Rev. Kate Landis, and Melody
Moberg
Friday, June 21
12:00-1:30 pm UUPCC Luncheon and Annual Meeting—Davenport Grand Hotel’s
Maple Ballroom
This event has three very important purposes: conducting the business of the
UUPCC (including electing Board and Nominating Committee members), honoring
2019 Cornish Award recipient Elizabeth Norton (see this newsletter’s lead article)
and the recipients of the Steward of Partnership Awards (who will be profiled in our
June newsletter) and having the chance over lunch to talk with other UUPCC
members. Sign up will be available next month.

Saturday, June 22
1:30-2:30 pm “The Power of We in Global Unitarian/Universalism—Convention
Center 401ABC
Unitarian/Universalism is a global faith. Beyond North America, U/U-ism is given
new life and meaning that is nuanced by culture and context. How to partner across
our global faith is filled with opportunities and perils. The ‘power of we’ begins with
decolonizing our western imperial experiences and understandings. With Rev. Sara
Ascher, Rev. Roger Bertschausen, Rev. Alicia Forde, and Rev. Abhi Janamanchi

5:15-7:00 pm UUA International Office/UUPCC/ICUU reception—Davenport
Grand Hotel’s Terrace Room East
All are welcome to join us for this reception. We’ll hear updates on UUA
International Office, UUPCC, ICUU activities and some of our exciting collaborations.
This will be a great opportunity to meet the new International Office Director, Rev.
Alicia Forde. Light food and refreshments will be served. It will also be a great
chance to mingle with others dedicated to our global U/U faith.

